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MOSUL: A picture taken yesterday, shows the destroyed Al-Nuri Mosque in the Old City of Mosul, during the
ongoing offensive to retake the area from Islamic State (IS) group fighters. —AFP

MOSUL: Iraqi forces yesterday cap-
tured the compound of a landmark
mosque in Mosul that was blown up
last week by the Islamic State group - a
hugely symbolic site from where the
top IS leader declared an Islamic
“caliphate” nearly three years ago. The
advance comes as the Iraqi troops are
pushing deeper into the Old City, a
densely populated neighborhood
west of the Tigris River where the Al-
Nouri Mosque with its 12th century Al-
Hadba minaret once stood and where
the IS militants are now making their
last stand in what are expected to be
the final days of the battle for Mosul,
Iraq’s second-largest city.

Iraqi Special Forces reached the Al-
Nuri Mosque compound and took con-
trol of the surrounding streets yester-
day afternoon, following a dawn push
into the area, Lt Gen Abdul Wahab Al-
Saadi of the elite force told The
Associated Press. Damaged and
destroyed houses dot the route Iraqi
forces have carved into the congested
district - along a landscape of destruc-
tion where the stench of rotting bod-
ies rises from under the rubble.

Symbolic victory 
Yesterday’s push comes more than

a week after Iraqi forces launched the
operation to retake Mosul’s last IS-held
parts of the Old City neighborhood,
with its narrow alleyways and dense
clusters of homes. Taking the mosque
is a symbolic victory - from its pulpit, IS

leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi in July
2014 declared a self-styled Islamic
“caliphate,” encompassing territories
then-held by the Islamic State group in
Syria and Iraq.

Iraqi and coalition officials said IS
blew up the mosque complex last
week. The Islamic State group has
blamed a US airstrike for the destruc-
tion, a claim rejected by a spokesman
for the US-led coalition. US Army Col
Ryan Dillon told the AP that coalition
planes “did not conduct strikes in that
area at that time.” IS had initially tried
to destroy the Al-Nouri Mosque in July
2014, saying the structure contradict-
ed their fundamentalist interpretation
of Islam. Mosul residents converged
on the area, however, and formed a
human chain to protect it.

Last week’s destruction was only
the latest in a long series of priceless
archaeological and cultural sites that
the militants have ravaged across Iraq
and Syria. In addition to pillaging hun-
dreds of treasures and artifacts, IS
fighters have damaged or destroyed
dozens of historic places, including the
town of Palmyra in Syria, home to one
of the Middle East’s most spectacular
archaeological sites; the 2,000-year-old
city of Hatra; and the nearly 3,000-
year-old city of Nimrud in Iraq’s
Euphrates River valley.

IS hold shrinks 
After months of fighting, the IS hold

in Mosul has now shrunk to less than 2

square kilometers of territory but the
advances have come at considerable
cost. “There are hundreds of bodies
under the rubble,” said special forces
Maj. Dhia Thamir, deployed inside the
Old City. He added that all the dead
bodies along the special forces’ route
were of IS fighters.

Special forces Maj. Gen. Sami al-
Aridi acknowledged that some civil-
ians have been killed by airstrikes and
artillery in the fight for the Old City.
“Of course there is collateral damage,
it is always this way in war,” he said.
“The houses are very old,” he said,
referring to the Old City, “so any bom-
bardment causes them to collapse
completely.” Al-Aridi said the clearing
of the mosque will likely require spe-
cialized engineering teams since the
militants have likely rigged the site
with explosives.

The campaign to retake Mosul - for-
mally launched in October - is in its
final stages though the progress has
been slow as the last militants there
are holed up with an estimated
100,000 civilians, according to the
United Nations. The fight for the city
has also displaced more than 850,000
people and while Iraqi forces have had
periods of swift gains, combat inside
Mosul has largely been grueling and
deadly for both security forces and
civilians. In Baghdad, state TV declared
the capture the Al-Nuri Mosque with
an urgent text scroll that said: “The
State of Myth Has Fallen.” —AP
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US publishes papers 
on 1953 Iran coup

DUBAI: Once expunged from its official history, documents out-
lining the US-backed 1953 coup in Iran have been quietly pub-
lished by the State Department, offering a new glimpse at an
operation that ultimately pushed the country toward its Islamic
Revolution and hostility with the West.

The CIA’s role in the coup, which toppled Prime Minister
Mohammed Mosaddegh and cemented the control of the shah,
was already well-known by the time the State Department
offered its first compendium on the era in 1989. But any trace of
American involvement in the putsch had been wiped from the
report, causing historians to call it a fraud.

The papers released this month show US fears over the
spread of communism, as well as the British desire to regain
access to Iran’s oil industry, which had been nationalized by
Mosaddegh. It also offers a cautionary tale about the limits of
American power as a new US president long suspicious of Iran
weighs the landmark nuclear deal with Tehran reached under
his predecessor.

It exposes “more about what we know about this milestone
event in Middle East history and especially US-Iran history. This is
still such an important, emotional benchmark for Iranians,” said
Malcolm Byrne, who has studied Iran at the non-governmental
National Security Archive at George Washington University.
“Many people see it as the day that Iranian politics turned away
from any hope of democracy.”

Nationalization of the country 
The 1,007-page report, comprised of letters and diplomatic

cables, shows US officials discussing a coup up to a year before it
took place. While America worried about Soviet influence in Iran,
the British remained focused on resolving a dispute over the
nationalization of the country’s oil refinery at Abadan, at the time
one of the world’s largest. Many also feared further instability fol-
lowing the 1951 assassination of Premier Ali Razmara.

“Nationalization of the oil industry possibly combined with
further assassinations of top Iran officials, including even the
shah, could easily lead to a complete breakdown of the Iran gov-
ernment and social order, from which a pro-Soviet regime might
well emerge leaving Iran as a satellite state,” one undated CIA
analysis from the report warned.

Out of that fear grew TPAJAX, the CIA codename for the
coup plot. Papers show the CIA at one point “stockpiled enough
arms and demolition material to support a 10,000-man guerrilla
organization for six months,” and paid out $5.3 million for bribes
and other costs, which would be equivalent to $48 million today.
One CIA document casually refers to the fact that “several lead-
ing members of these (Iranian) security services are paid agents
of this organization.” The CIA also described hoping to use “pow-
erfully influential clergy” within Shiite Iran to back the coup,
something that would be anathema by the 1979 Islamic
Revolution. It offers no definitive proof of that, though several
documents show American officials in contact with Ayatollah
Abol-Ghasem Kashani, an anti-British leader in the Iranian parlia-
ment who turned against Mosaddegh. The agency faced prob-
lems, however, chief among them Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi himself. Diplomats and spies referred to him as a “weak
reed” and “petulant.”

“His inability to take decisions coupled with his tendency to
interfere in political life has on occasions been (a) disruptive
influence,” the US Embassy in Tehran warned in February 1953.
Ultimately, his twin sister Princess Ashraf and a US general
helped convince him. Mosaddegh was tipped off about the
coup, and it appeared doomed as the shah fled to Baghdad and
later Italy. But protests supporting the shah, fanned in part by
the CIA, led to Mosaddegh’s fall and the monarch’s return.

Nuclear negotiations 
The report fills in the large gaps of the initial 1989 historical

document outlining the years surrounding the 1953 coup in
Iran. The release of that report led to the resignation of the histo-
rian in charge of a State Department review board and to
Congress passing a law requiring a more reliable historical
account be made.

Byrne and others have suggested the release of the latest
documents may have been delayed by the nuclear negotiations,
as the Obama administration sought to ease tensions with
Tehran, and then accelerated under President Donald Trump,
who has adopted a much more confrontational stance toward
Iran. Byrne said the new administration needed just two months
to agree to release the documents. “That kind of speed is
unheard of in the government unless there is some sort of politi-
cal foundation,” he said. —AP


